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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY A technical mission to the Gerencia de Aguas Subterráneas (GAS), coordinated through the PROMMA Coordination, was conducted during November 11 to 30, 1999. Various technical seminars on groundwater hydraulics (compressible specific storage versus specific yield, earth physics, delayed yield, Dupuit-Forcheimer, saltwater intrusion, barrier-well systems) were presented in Mexico City to groups of 15 to 18 attendees of GAS. Later, trips to Querétaro, Celaya, Aguascalientes and Hermosillo were organized to address the terms-of-reference for the new PROMMA component “Stabilization Strategies for Five Overexploited Aquifers in Mexico”. The Santo Domingo Aquifer could not be included at the time of the mission because of tensions related to water-rights conflicts among users. The findings, conclusions and recommendations of the mission, followed by a summary of activities and relevant field information and graphic material are provided in the report. Annex 2 contains copies of letters which were sent by the consultant after his mission to various Gerencias for followup action, and Annex 3 holds graphic material relating to the visits undertaken.
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PROMMA TRIP REPORT Allen Zack (WMO consultant) (November 11 to 30, 1999) PART I – MISSION FINDINGS Introduction A technical mission to the Gerencia de Aguas Subterráneas (GAS), coordinated through the PROMMA Coordination, was conducted during November 11 to 30, 1999. In accordance with the terms of reference established for the mission (see Annex 1 to this report) various technical seminars on groundwater hydraulics (compressible specific storage versus specific yield, earth physics, delayed yield, Dupuit-Forcheimer, saltwater intrusion, barrier-well systems) were presented in Mexico City to groups of 15 to 18 attendees of GAS. Subsequently, trips to Querétaro, Celaya, Aguascalientes and Hermosillo were organized to address the terms-of-reference for the new PROMMA component “Stabilization Strategies for Five Overexploited Aquifers in Mexico”. The Santo Domingo Aquifer could not be included at the time of the mission because of tensions related to water-rights conflicts among users. The findings, conclusions and recommendations of the mission, followed by a summary of activities and relevant field information and graphic material is provided below. Annex 2 contains copies of letters which were sent by the consultant after his mission to various Gerencias for follow-up action, and Annex 3 holds graphic material relating to the visits undertaken. Overexploited aquifers For all four aquifer-areas visited, water levels are depressed and declining precipitously, with attendant secondary effects (faulting, saltwater intrusion, well-drilling and pumping costs). In each area, aquifer recharge appears to be either negligible or limited and the aquifers are de-watering, threatening the water supply. Estimates of groundwater recharge are, apparently, grossly overestimated, although no information exists regarding aquifer response (recovery) to rainfall, streamflow leakage, or even cessation of pumping. Accordingly, the “firm yield” of the aquifers, based on discharge, recharge, and storage inputs cannot be calculated. It is obvious, however, those groundwater abstractions are vastly greater than aquifer recharge. The right of groundwater withdrawal for agricultural irrigation is protected under Mexican law and comprises the largest portion of groundwater use in three of the four aquifer-areas (agricultural withdrawals in Querétaro are somewhat less than for public supply). Quantification of agricultural withdrawals in Hermosillo and Aguascalientes is imprecise, owing to lack of cooperation by farmers in metering pump discharges and a general distrust of the Comisión Nacional de Aguas. Some effort is being made to change agricultural practices (ditch to drip irrigation), alter crops, and practice conservation ideology, but agriculture is economically important in the four areas, employs many people, and is politically powerful. It is conceivable that agricultural water rights will permit farmers to deplete these “quasi-fossil” aquifers until they become unproductive, unless stabilization of water levels can be controlled.
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Aquifers in the Central Valley of Mexico Before groundwater was developed in the central valleys of Mexico (before 1910), the basalt and rhyolite formations underlying the superficial clay deposits in Querétaro, Celaya, and possibly Aguascalientes contained artesian aquifers. The original hydrostatic pressure of the basalt/rhyolite aquifer provided flowing wells wherever overlying clays confined the underlying formations. As the aquifer was developed, originally for domestic water supply, and later for irrigation, water levels declined dramatically, in most places below the overlying confining clays. Today, the depressed water levels have caused the abandonment of shallow wells, screened above the declining water levels and their replacement by deeper wells - at enormous cost. Most problematic, water levels continue to decline at alarming rates - some as rapidly as five meters per year - with no apparent respite or solution for mitigating the rate-of-decline. The absence of substantial recharge from precipitation and streamflow has precluded water-level stabilization of aquifers, particularly as agricultural demand for groundwater continues. The aquifers providing groundwater in Querétaro, Celaya and Aguascalientes have many of the characteristics of quasi-fossil aquifers, precluding the concept of sustainable use of the resource. A rigorous program to characterize aquifer recharge for these systems - regardless of its insignificance - will permit better assessment of aquifer-recovery potential. Residing several hundred meters below the land surface, these aquifers exhibit values of compressible specific storage, most probably in the range of water compressibility. Without substantive recharge, all water is derived from expanding water and compacting aquifer matrix. The relatively inelastic aquifer skeleton compacts as water is removed and effective stress increased. With the loss of artesian pressure and de-watering of the aquifer, effective stresses have increased even further, and the reversed hydraulic gradient in the overlying clays has permitted limited downward seepage of water to the aquifer from the clays. One of the more problematic consequences of groundwater withdrawals in Querétaro, Celaya and Aguascalientes is the development of “grietas” or vertical-displacement faults throughout the heavily pumped metropolitan areas. Faulting is most pronounced in Celaya and Aguascalientes, and only incipient in Querétaro. Although the geologic mechanism of this faulting, owing to water-level decline is not clear, land-surface movement appears to be coincident with known geologic faults, behaving as “graben” displacements (down-faulting of blocks) rather than as settlement due to land subsidence. The orientation of the “grietas” appears not to be related to the topography of the cone of depression (as would be expected during settlement due to subsidence); rather, they have developed by vertical displacement along the strike of geologic faults, similar to graben faulting. In order to clearly define the relation between groundwater withdrawals and the evolution of “grietas” or vertical faulting, land-surface leveling in the most disturbed parts of Celaya and Aguascalientes must be conducted to mark locations, elevations, and displacements of the cracks. Apparently, earth stresses, ameliorated by buoyancy provided by thick saturated sediment (aquifers), have been enhanced by declining water levels and the attendant loss of buoyancy. Where geologic faults occur as graben structure, stresses have been relieved by vertical slipping along the geologic faults. Accordingly, settlement has not followed the areal distribution of the depressed groundwater levels; rather, it responds to the accommodation of excess earth stresses by sliding along the vertical graben faults. Unfortunately, the problem with the development of “grietas” or vertical land displacement will continue in urban areas as the aquifer continues to dewater, relieving earth stresses.
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The Hermosillo Aquifer Overexploitation of the Hermosillo Aquifer, pumped almost exclusively for agricultural irrigation, has depressed groundwater levels to 60 meters below sea-level, causing saltwater intrusion inland from the Sea of Cortéz. Groundwater abstractions for agricultural production near the coast has been discontinued owing to the replacement of freshwater in the aquifer with saltwater. The present total freshwater abstraction from the aquifer is half that of the mid-1960s. In spite of the yearly reduction of withdrawals, water levels have continued to decline at an average rate of 1.2 meters per year. Groundwater recharge to the Hermosillo Aquifer would have attenuated water-level decline until the “firm yield” of the system had been reached, stabilizing (equilibrating) water levels. However, captured streamflow by the Abelardo Rodríguez Reservoir on Rio Sonora, low annual rainfall, and high evaporation have effectively isolated the Hermosillo Aquifer from significant recharge. Accordingly, the Hermosillo Aquifer can be considered a fossil aquifer, incapable of restoring water abstracted by pumping. Farmers residing in the rich agricultural valley southwest of Hermosillo are aware and resentful that captured streamflow from Rio Sonora for water supply in Hermosillo has contributed to saltwater intrusion into coastal agricultural areas. The notion of CNA developing batteries of wells near the coast for abstraction of brackish water for treatment by reverse osmosis and delivery to Hermosillo will relieve the critical water shortage in Hermosillo (the Abelardo Rodríguez Reservoir has been dry since 1998), and will also temporarily restrain further saltwater intrusion into the agricultural abstraction areas. Strategically located CNA wells would provide a hydraulic barrier to saltwater intrusion form the Sea of Cortéz by drawing down water levels near the coast. The hydraulic barrier would be attractive to farmers because the inland advance of the interface would be attenuated. This effort would be a short-term solution to saltwater intrusion, because freshwater extracted from the aquifer will necessarily be replaced by encroaching saltwater (rather than by rainfall or streamflow) as it finds its way around the hydraulic barrier. Soliciting support from the agricultural community in Hermosillo for the CNA program might be enhanced by the construction and presentation of a two-dimensional, cross-section, flow model (a solute-transport model would probably not be necessary) from the coast, across the cone of depression. With the coastal CNA wells simulated as abstraction points, the hydraulic barrier can be visualized. The model would serve strictly as a demonstration, and not would pretend to accurately simulate aquifer conditions. Residing some 900 meters deep is another, undescribed, aquifer reportedly containing some freshwater having a water level at about sea level. Occurring below the “Arcilla Azul”, this aquifer appears to be effectively insulated from the Hermosillo Aquifer. It is not clear why consideration of this aquifer, albeit unknown, has not been given in the coastal areas where saltwater encroachment has caused the abandonment of agriculture. Probably, the aquifer has not been considered because of the exorbitant cost of well drilling and development to access this water supply. Without a unified, coherent, national policy regarding the current use and future development of groundwater, these overexploited aquifers will eventually be de-watered beyond the point where they can be pumped economically. If groundwater is intended to be the future domestic water supply for Querétaro, Celaya and Aguascalientes, an entirely new paradigm for water use, development, and management will be required. The reality of a rapidly diminishing water supply will mandate Mexican authorities at all levels of government to institute (through scientific rationale, regulation, and incentives) dramatic changes in agricultural practices, to encourage efficient use of groundwater, to prioritize use of the resource, and to adopt a set of water-value criteria based on the intrinsic value of the resource, rather than on government subsidies. Water users would be educated to understand that at the present groundwater-abstraction rate, the resource will be exhausted within decades, and that the sustainable use of the resource is not an option. Simply stated, there is insufficient groundwater available for all users. WMO/PROMMA Report
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Río Zanjón The distinctive Mediterranean microclimate within the Rio Zanjón watershed, north of Hermosillo, is ideal for the cultivation of wine and table grapes. Demand for prime farmland has raised concerns on the part of established farmers regarding well interference when neighboring tracts of land are cultivated and irrigated. The CNA has withheld further extraction permits pending comprehensive aquifer tests within the empty tracts. In coordination with Ing. Lucas Oróz, a preliminary distribution of wells was designed to accurately measure well interference, specific storage, and the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer. Radial configuration of the abstraction and observation wells was considered based on two different field conditions: during the pumping of the existing wells for irrigation south of the area and when the wells are inactive. Distances were estimated based on the expected response dynamics of the aquifer. The radial distribution of the water-level response will reveal anisotropic properties of the media. Conclusions 1) The five overexploited aquifers in México (Querétaro, Celaya, Aguascalientes, Hermosillo, and Santo Domingo) are essentially fossil aquifers, receiving far less groundwater recharge than is being abstracted. No information exists regarding aquifer recharge or water level response to rainfall, streamflow, or cessation of pumping. 2) Quantification of groundwater withdrawals for agriculture in Hermosillo and Aguascalientes is imprecise. 3) The formation of “grietas” at the land surface in Celaya and Aguascalientes can be attributed to down faulting of blocks (rather than land-subsidence), as tectonic buoyancy decreases when water levels decline. 4) Batteries of pumping wells, strategically located near the coast in Hermosillo, would provide a hydraulic barrier to saltwater intrusion from the Sea of Cortéz by drawing down water levels near the coast. The hydraulic barrier would be attractive to farmers because, at least in the short term, the inland advance of the freshwater-saltwater interface would be attenuated. 5) Residing below the “Arcilla Azul” - approximately 900 meters below land surface - is another aquifer reportedly containing freshwater; but very little information exists regarding this potentially important system. 6) Dramatic changes in agricultural and irrigation practices will be required, if water-level decline in these overexploited aquifers will ever be expected to stabilize. 7) Aquifer-test data is unavailable for these five overexploited aquifers. Accordingly, nothing is known regarding the compressible specific storage of the aquifers, induced recharge, or any of the more salient features of the aquifers.
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Recommendations 1) Automatic data loggers for water-level response should be installed in at least ten locations in the five-affected aquifer areas. They should be compared with rainfall statistics and extraction estimates for the corresponding areas. Water-level recovery data should be analyzed against cessation of pumping. 2) A more organized effort should be undertaken to estimate groundwater withdrawals for irrigation. Groundwater-flow models will be ineffective without precise values of aquifer stresses. 3) Precision land leveling should be orchestrated to better characterize the strike of the faulting experienced in Celaya and Aguascalientes. Accordingly, some anticipation can be made for future propagation of “grietas”. 4) A simple two-dimensional, cross-section, flow model from the coast across the cone-ofdepression in Hermosillo would simplify visualization of the hydraulic barrier developed during the pumping of coastal wells. 5) Comprehensive information should be compiled as soon as possible regarding the disposition of the deep aquifer underlying the “Arcilla Azul”. 6) Public policy, drafted by CNA, should be available for potential aquifer-protection strategies as changes in agricultural and irrigation practices are contemplated. 7) Comprehensive aquifer tests that include sufficient observation wells should be conducted at suitable locations throughout the five-aquifer areas in order to measure compressible aquifer storage, induced recharge, leakage, and all the other aquifer characteristics that reveal the potential longevity of the aquifer.
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PART II - SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES November 11: Traveled from San Juan, Puerto Rico to México, D.F. November 12: Met with Gerencia de Aguas Subterráneas (GAS) officials (Ing. Rubén Chávez Guillén, Anselmo Ordaz, Oscar Escolero, Javier Ramírez and others) to discuss activities and lay plans for the following weeks of the mission. Ing. Chávez requested that during my visit to Hermosillo, some attention be given to the well-configuration dilemma at Rio Zanjón and to the coastal positioning of the CNA reverse-osmosis wells intended for public supply in Hermosillo. Returned to PROMMA Coordination to copy materials, access materials for seminars, and make airline reservations. November 13: At PROMMA Coordination, prepared overhead slides, continued to make copies of materials for seminars, refined presentations. November 14: Visited Las Balsas watershed with Herman Goertz. November 15: Conducted first half of seminar for GAS scientists on compressible specific storage and specific yield. In the afternoon, met with Ms. Rosario Peyrot and Domingo Silva regarding PROMMA recommendations and their concerns regarding the generation of SIGMAS information and its incorporation into the working program by all of GAS. November 16: Conducted second half of seminar on earth physics, delayed yield, and DupuitForcheimer assumptions for shallow aquifers. Oscar Escolero, Noel Hernández, and Orlando García Rojas requested that I participate in the drafting of the terms-of-reference for the five pilot projects (aquifer stabilization). Hector Pérez provided conductivity profiles for Hermosillo because it was determined that it would not be politically judicious to measure conductivity in the observation wells in the Hermosillo area owing to water-rights conflicts among users. November 17: Conducted seminar on control of saltwater intrusion using scavenger-well technology. Group discussion (Oscar Escolero, Anselmo Ordaz, Noel Hernández, Javier Ramírez, Eric Morales, Orlando García) regarding the aquifer stabilization pilots (scientific and social), and saltwater intrusion in the Hermosillo area. It was determined that for each of the five pilot aquifer studies, five or six sites would be selected to drill (or locate) and instrument wells and/or piezometers. The appropriate hydraulic information would be collected to assess the state of each aquifer, required to formulate stabilization criteria. November 18: Traveled by motor coach to Querétaro with Ing. Javier Ramírez to meet with Ing. Javier Gámez regarding the Querétaro pilot study. Water use by sector in Querétaro appears to be accurately measured (63% urban, only 29% agricultural), and is probably better defined than in any of the other pilot areas. Río Querétaro transports water only during heavy rainfall, but is cementlined throughout the city; there is no alternative sources for water supply. The Querétaro Aquifer is hydraulically continuous with the Celaya Aquifer. Met with Ing. Ciro Baltazár García with the Comisión Estatal de Aguas (CEA) regarding potential sites for well networks, aquifer tests, and well instrumentation. Numerous sites in the Valley of Querétaro were visited, but the most attractive site is in the vandal-proof CEA yard where an attractive 14-inch abandoned well (Pozo Menchaca) is available for conducting aquifer tests. CEA will grant permission to drill piezometers on the property as observation wells. Average of 70 meters to water level in wells within city; the aquifer is approximately 400 meters thick and appears to be water table. In the evening, a meeting with Sergio Loustaunau was organized to review findings and recommendations. Traveled by motor coach to Celaya. Met with Ing. Jorge Antonio Trujillo Candelaria, formerly with CNA, and very knowledgeable regarding the hydrology of the Celaya area. Ing. Trujillo provided WMO/PROMMA Report
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valuable information regarding the Celaya Aquifer: recharge to the aquifer occurs only adjacent to Río de la Laja, but the Ignacio Allende Dam effectively captures flow above Celaya, precluding dependable recharge. Clays over 200 meters thick insulate the aquifer in the valley from rainfall recharge (this formation can be seen in profile at the Celaya garbage dump). The “grietas” are absolutely related to the abstraction of water, but do not resemble the effects of land subsidence as observed in Mexico City. Wells were first drilled in Celaya in 1910 and were strongly artesian, with water flowing two meters above the land surface. There is possible groundwater recharge via the geologic faults. Streams draining the basalt and rhyolite hills recharge the aquifer somewhat in the updip reaches. Springflow in the valley (for example, Nacimiento), once commonplace in the valley, has disappeared, ostensibly owing to reduced artesian pressure. November 19: Met with Ing. Ricardo Holguín in the morning, and traveled to various sites in the Celaya area with Ing. Hugo Figueroa, Ing. Francisco Peña de la Vega, and Juan José García Rodríguez. Visited and photographed several “grietas” in Celaya, and observed that they coincide with geologic faults. They appear to have slipped vertically along the strike, similar to graben faulting. No attention is being given to mapping the faults, measuring their attitude or elevation, or their displacement. Several abandoned wells were located, usable for observation wells, but all are near pumping wells. Met with Ing. Sergio Ojeda at the thermoelectric plant in Celaya to secure usable sites for the Celaya pilot. This site appears to be acceptable as an aquifer-test site. Permission must be secured from the Chief of the Training Center, Luis Cuevas Pardregal. Traveled by motor coach to Aguascalientes. November 20: Met with Ing. Serapio Mata Celia, Ing. Miguel Mendoza, and Jesus Castro Gómez regarding the Aguascalientes pilot study. Visited several sites in Aguascalientes with fault conditions similar to those in Celaya. Problems with faulting reportedly began in 1986. Wells located in the eastern part of the city have thermal properties and high fluoride. It appears that the Aguascalientes Aquifer has always been under water-table conditions. The general consensus is that the area is underlain by two aquifers, the deeper having warm water (artesian) and the upper, cool water. There are several wells in the valley that reveal water flowing within the static wells, from the deeper aquifer to the upper. There is little confidence in the values of irrigation pumpage from the Aguascalientes Aquifer. November 21: Traveled to Hermosillo by air. November 22: Met with Ing. Lucas Antonio Oróz and Ing. Martín Rodríguez Lara regarding the Hermosillo pilot study. Water-supply problem in Hermosillo is aggravated by years of drought. The water-supply reservoir is empty and wells surrounding Hermosillo are being used to provide potable water. The extensive use of evaporative coolers has intensified the crisis. Conductivity profiles in wells near the coast reveal that the salinity of the upper portions of the water column do not decrease with time indicating that the aquifer is receiving no rainfall recharge. There is less agriculture every year owing to saltwater intrusion. Farmers distrust CNA, believing that the proposed public water-supply coastal extraction wells (desalination by reverse osmosis) will aggravate saltwater encroachment inland. The strategy would be for CNA to form a barrier-well system along the coast to depress the groundwater levels as a trough, intercepting the landward advance of saltwater and attenuating the rate of intrusion, at least over the short term. In the interest of timeliness, Ing. Oróz agreed to forward the GPS locations of all coastal sentinel wells and observation wells. Ing. Oscar Escolero obligated updated conductivity profiles for all of the Hermosillo wells (GAS administrators asked that conductivity profiles and water levels not be collected during this field trip owing to the water-rights discord in Hermosillo). November 23: Met with Martin Rodríguez and Lucas Oróz regarding the planned aquifer and wellinterference tests in the grape-growing area of the Río Zanjóon Valley, cultivated during the past 10 WMO/PROMMA Report
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to 12 years. Traveled the area extensively, selecting potential pumping and observation-well sites based on diffusivity estimates and anisotropic differences in hydraulic conductivity. Disposition of the observation wells will depend upon the irrigation-pumping scenario south of the aquifer test. Supposedly, pumping extends for six months, beginning the 15th of January and extending until July 15 (the greatest abstractions are during March and April). Irrigation withdrawals are limited between July 15 and January 15. The valley is inclined toward Río Zanjón (about 100 meters difference in elevation) and, counter-intuitively, it is claimed that sediments thin west to east (as the river is approached). The hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer is greater near the river (where the aquifer is thinnest) and smaller near the aquifer boundary (where the aquifer is thickest). The aquifer reportedly recharges significantly during heavy rainfall, but the Hermosillo area has not had measurable rainfall in five years. The existing wells providing drip irrigation to grapes range in depth between 200 and 300 meters and the water level in wells ranges between 30 and 85 meters, depending on the distance from Río Zanjón. Saturated sediment is known to be 220 meters thick, but it is believed to be considerably more. Comprehensive information exists regarding static and pumping levels, but no continuous water-level data is available. Discussed indirect methods to estimate irrigation withdrawals with Ing. Luis Alberto Palacios. The latter concurs that the estimates of recharge to the Hermosillo Aquifer are grossly overestimated. Returned to the CNA office to make copies of various information related to Hermosillo and Zanjón. Traveled by air to México, D.F. November 24: In conversations with Ing. Rubén Chávez Guillén, it was revealed that there is an aquifer underlying the Arcilla Azul, which underlies the Hermosillo Aquifer, containing hot, artesian, fresh groundwater. It is a mystery why there is no record of this formation in the literature. Apparently, the only information regarding this formation is that it is located 900 meters or more below the land surface, has relatively low transmissivity, reflects a water level more-or-less at sealevel, and does not affect water levels in the Hermosillo Aquifer when pumped. Perhaps it is considered un-economical to drill wells and abstract water from this deep aquifer. A request to Ing. Anselmo Ordáz was made to provide as much information on this aquifer as possible so that its role can be assessed in conjunction with the Hermosillo Aquifer. The aquifer tests designed for Hermosillo must necessarily include hydraulic data on the Arcilla Azul and on this deep aquifer. Instrumentation of the observation wells should begin as soon as possible so as much information can be collected prior to the aquifer tests. No information exists regarding the water chemistry of the Arcilla Azul; samples for extraction and sampling would be a worthy complement to the drilling operation. November 25: After meeting with Oscar Escolero and Noél Hernández regarding the field trips, attended “plática” with Stephen Foster, Octavio del Conde, Ing. Chávez, Venancio Trueba, and the Chiefs of the Subgerencias regarding the fiscal and operational implementation of the five pilots contemplated under PROMMA. November 26: Worked on trip report. November 27: Made copies of journal articles and other publications on subjects related to the seminars presented on November 15-17. November 28: Worked on trip report. November 29: Distributed copied materials to GAS personnel and reviewed field information with the Chiefs of the Subgerencias. Made copies of Hermosillo and Aguascalientes information for future reference. Worked on trip report. November 30: Returned to Puerto Rico. WMO/PROMMA Report
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PART III - FIELD INFORMATION There are several different classes of information required from the planned pilot studies. Considerable groundwater data exists in the central and regional offices of CNA to be able to make a partial assessment of the problems. But there is a need for areal and time-series data leading to groundwater-recharge estimates from rainfall and streamflow; definition of the relation between water-level decline, changes in compressible specific storage, and vertical land displacement; rate of water-level recovery or attenuation when pumping is discontinued. For example, where “grietas” have developed in response to declining groundwater levels (Celaya, Aguascalientes), aquifer and aquitard samples will be collected during drilling for compressibility analyses; where “grietas” are most common - or most pronounced - (Celaya, Aguascalientes) leveling will be made to identify and monitor the down-faulting or land displacements. Querétaro Pozo Menchaca (CEA). Completion-data available; about 350 meters perforated; 14-inches diameter; abandoned about 7-years ago owing to loss of efficiency; the site appears perfect for a hydromet station; location 20 59' 54.6", 100 03' 41.2". Pozo Loma Bonita. Located in residential area (Jurica), along street (unsecured location); abandoned 3-years ago; completion-data available; location 20 39' 29.2", 100 26' 31.7". Pozo Garambullo: Located in middle-class neighborhood (unsecured location, but the surrounding fence and pump-house can be repaired); completion-data available; location 20 38' 30.5", 100 26' 51.8". San Pedro Martir: Located in a lower-class neighborhood (unsecured location, but appears to be under supervision by residents); pumping well 20-meters away - good site for pumping/recovery test, particularly if one or two more observation wells (piezometers) can be provided; completiondata available; location 20 36' 51.6", 100 28' 09.8". Industrial area. Is ideal for nest of piezometers around an abandoned, abstraction well; but area is difficult to access and arrangements will have to be made before entering. It is believed that permission will be granted to conduct aquifer tests at Carnation or another location within the industrial area. Celaya Pozo Zapote. Approximately 400 meters deep with water level at 120-150 meters below surface; this well pumps continuously, but has two observation wells nearby and is located very close to the faults; this site (not located by GPS) might be useful as an aquifer test and recovery site. Colonia Insurgentes. Possible site for piezometric network, with an observation well nearby (not located by GPS). Pozos at Planta Termoeléctrica de Celaya. Construction information available on all wells; permission will be granted to drill observation wells and piezometers at this location; also, some faulting is nearby (500 meters); location 20 31' 04.1", 100 48' 08.5"; other abandoned wells available to instrument are at 20 31' 00.6", 100 48' 13.1" (water level is 97.20 meters below MP) and well #1686 located at 20 31' 08.1", 100 48' 12.3" (water level at 97.45 meters below MP); out of the WMO/PROMMA Report
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irrigation season, nearby pumping wells can be idled for two or three days; this site is critical in Celaya because it resides above the center of the cone-of-depression. Although no wells presently exist at the garbage dump (located at 20 30' 23.9", 100 54' 08.2"), the site appears satisfactory for precluding rainfall recharge to the Celaya Aquifer (thick sequences of superficial clays appear to insulate the aquifer from recharge). Well #1192 (also PROMMA-network well # R-36). Is located in the recharge area of the aquifer and is located in an ideal location (20 28' 17.3", 100 52' 39.4") to measure rainfall recharge; the water level is 98.08 meters below the MP and should be considered ideal for a hydrometric station. PROMMA-network well # R-9 (San Juan de la Vega). Another worthy site for conducting aquifer tests is located near the river (20 38' 21.2", 100 45' 38.0"); water levels in the aquifer are near the ground surface, 34.92 meters below MP; although there are plenty of pumping wells 700-meters distant, the site is satisfactory for a network of piezometers; high security, possible rainfall recharge, permission to drill wells. Aguascalientes Groundwater abstractions for public water supply are continuous within the metropolitan area - the wells are never idled; water-quality analyses for high-fluoride, thermal groundwater has been requested to analyze the geochemical associations characterizing the drinking water. Within Irrigation District 01 (Pabellón) there is evidence of return aquifer recharge from irrigation water. Instrumentation would be important at this site to document the aquifer recharge; GPS location not available. Observation well #15. In September, 1999 the water level was 88.92 meters below the MP; location: 22 22' 05.3", 102 17' 27.4; there is a well under construction nearby, 350 meters in depth with 30 meters to the water surface; this is an ideal location for a continuous water-level recorder. Pozo 88. Will soon be abandoned because it is not deep enough, in terms of the rapidly depressing water levels; located at 22 22' 04.7", 102 16' 57.6", this well is an acceptable site for instrumentation, except that it is unsecured. Observation well 4-D. Residing on top of the groundwater mound (coincident with the irrigation district) at 22 20' 56.0", 102 16' 51.3", this well is ideal as an instrumented observation well because there is an observation well 70 meters away, and it may reveal groundwater recharge via the irrigation canals, containing a mix of groundwater and surface water. Well #45 (Sartenejo). Located at 21 57' 10.1", 102 17' 03.5", north part of Aguascalientes, where the depth to water is much greater; near the industrial zone; 250 meters away, a new well is being drilled, and there is a pumping well about 150 meters distant. Ing. Mata will investigate other areas within Aguascalientes for instrumentation and report back. Well 177A. North of the airport; 18-inches diameter, 900 meters deep, depth to water 114 meters an exploration and observation well ideal for battery of piezometers with instrumentation and associated hydromet station; located at 21 42" 46.5", 102 19' 33.1".
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Hermosillo Possible northern location for an observation well to measure groundwater recharge near the aquifer boundary, but all wells will have to be drilled because there are no abandoned wells available. Pozo #49-17 (S.P.R. Francis I. Madero). Located at 28 34' 36.3, 111, 111 37' 34.0" would, under normal circumstances, be an ideal observation well; but water is leaking into the well from directly above the water level, located about 20 meters below sea-level. It appears that intruding saltwater may be leaking but no conductivity meters were available to verify this hypothesis. This well is abandoned owing to saline intrusion, located approximately 12 kilometers from the Sea of Cortéz. Pozo #43-19 (Francisco Solis). Was encountered pumping approximately 120 liters per second having a water temperature of no less that 31 degrees Celsius. It is a mystery why the water was so warm (deeper formation, thermal activity, and friction in the turbine?).
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ANNEX 1 - TERMS OF REFERENCE - SUPPORT TO PROMMA COORDINATION GROUNDWATER HYDRAULICS AND FIELD INSTRUMENTATION Consultant: Allen Zack (Puerto Rico) (Period November 11 - 27, 1999) Activity C/PROMMA-1/99. Revision, evaluation, analysis of problems and formulation of strategies to improve the implementation of PROMMA in 1999 and assist the preparation of technical reports; during stay of consultant in Mexico support will be provided to the implementation of remedial actions and of training activities to the various Gerencias of CNA. Under the guidance of Dr. Venancio Trueba, Coordinator of the PROMMA Project (C/PROMMA) and in coordination with Ing. Rubén Chávez Guillén, Manager of the Gerencia de Aguas Subterráneas, of the Comisión Nacional del Agua (CNA) [National Water Commission], as well as with the team leader of the WMO/PROMMA consultants, the consultant will undertake the following main activities: 1.



A two-day seminar will be conducted in-house regarding the appropriate application of specific storage, rather than specific yield, in groundwater-flow models.



2.



A one-day seminar will be conducted regarding saline intrusion and its control using scavenger-well and other technologies.



3.



Field trips to Hermosillo, Santo Domingo and Querétaro will be conducted to select appropriate sites for well instrumentation in support to the five pilot aquifer studies. Coordination with the planned hydrometeorological DCPs will be attempted. Special attention will be given to the configuration of the freshwater/saltwater interface and potential aquifer-recharge sites of the aquifers.



Other activities 4.



Provision of support to other activities, if required, at the request of the C/PROMMA and/or the team leader of the WMO/PROMMA consultants.



5.



Additionally, the consultant should spend one day for presentation and discussion with GAS and C/PROMMA of the results of the mission.



6.



Before leaving the country, the consultant should submit to CNA (GAS and C/PROMMA Coordinator) a preliminary report on the consultancy carried out.



7.



Preparation and submission to WMO of a final mission report.
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ANNEX 2 - COPIES OF LETTERS SENT TO THE VARIOUS GERENCIAS AFTER MISSION BY THE CONSULTANT FOR FOLLOW-UP ACTION Ing. Lucas Antonio Oróz Ing. Martín Rodríguez Lara Comisión Nacional del Agua Comonfort Paseo de la Cultura Edificio México, Piso 3 Colonia Villa de Seris Hermosillo, Sonora



Fecha:



Diciembre, 1999



Saludos Lucas y Martín y Feliz Año Nuevo y milenio! Durante mi viaje a través de México (durante el mes de Noviembre de 1999), visite varios lugares en el campo relacionados al Proyecto PROMMA (Sobre-explotación de Acuíferos) con el propósito de identificar los lugares para establecer registros automáticos y para hacer pruebas de acuíferos. Por la presente, estamos organizando el trabajo por el Año 2000 y necesitamos su colaboración para poder continuar. Por ejemplo, necesitamos coordenadas (lat. y long.) de "GPS" para los pozos centinelas y de observación, incluyendo datos de construcción. En conversaciones con el Ing. Chávez Guillén, él me dijo que hay un acuífero bien profundo en el área de Hermosillo que contiene agua dulce cerca del mar, bajo la arcilla azul. El no tenía mucha información, pero pensaba que la profundidad del acuífero debe ser 900 metros o más, cerca de Kino, y él recuerda los números PH-15, 13, 12, y 16. Puede usted enviarme cualquier información que exista sobre estos pozos, y se relacione con este acuífero? Y, por casualidad, existe información hidráulica sobre la arcilla azul? Hay confusión en mis notas relacionadas a las fechas de riesgo del acuífero de Hermosillo y del Río Zanjón. En otras palabras, yo quiero entender los tiempos de extracción del agua subterránea y cuando no hay bombeo (tiempos de depresión de los niveles y de recuperación). En el pozo #49-17 (S.P.R. Francisco I. Madero) encontramos agua entrando en el pozo de la parte de arriba de este, y usted comento que pudiera ser agua salina. Necesitamos determinar si es el caso o no, con metro de conductividad. Podemos verificar esa condición? Quizás, puede coordinar con Hechor en la oficina GAS en México, DF o con Ing. Escolero. También, necesitamos perfiles de conductividad recientes en todos los pozos. Yo entiendo que este trabajo no es trivial, pero necesitamos esa información antes de que podamos hacer decisiones con el proyecto PROMMA. En su oficina, el Ing. Luis Alberto Palacios mencionó que él sospecha que hay 50% mas bombeo del agua subterránea del que esta reportado. Cómo podemos estimar mejor esta cantidad, o es imposible? Finalmente, en el área del Río Zanjón, decidimos donde vamos a construir los pozos para la prueba de acuífero. Yo hable bastante con el Ing. Chávez-Guillén en términos la implementaron de los planes. Yo quiero saber han habido mas discusiones o decisiones sobre la cantidad de pozos, profundidades, distancias, etc.?
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Gracias, otra vez, por la ayuda y cooperación con el proyecto PROMMA. Fue un placer trabajando con ustedes. Cordialmente, Allen Zac -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ing. Sergio Loustaunau Ing. F. Javier Gómez González Comisión Nacional del Agua Gerencia Estatal Querétaro Hidalgo No. 293 Pte. Fracc. Las Campanas Santiago de Querétaro, Querétaro



Fecha:



Diciembre, 1999



Saludos, Javier y Feliz Año Nuevo y milenio! Durante nuestro viaje a través de México (durante el mes de Noviembre de 1999), en el que el Ing. Javier Ramírez nos acompaño, visitamos varios lugares en el campo relacionados con el Proyecto PROMMA (Sobre-explotación de Acuíferos) con el propósito de identificar los lugares para establecer registros automáticos y para hacer pruebas de acuíferos. Por la presente, estamos organizando el trabajo por el Año 2000 y necesitamos su colaboración para obtener datos e información necesarias para construir los registros automáticos (para medir fluctuaciones en el nivel del agua en pozos) y para hacer pruebas en los acuíferos en el área de Querétaro. Usted me dijo que hay información relacionada con los registros de lluvia, con datos demostrando Años secos y lluviosos. Esa información no estaba disponible durante mi visita, pero, yo entiendo, que podemos obtenerlos. También, necesitamos datos de construcción, pruebas de bombeo, niveles de agua, o cualquier otra información disponible que pueda ayudarnos a determinar la instrumentación apropiada para el Pozo Menchaca, uno de los cuales visitamos con el Ing. Ciro Baltazar Gracia de la Comisión Estatal del Agua. Cualquier información disponible que exista sobre este pozo es importante para diseñar la estación y las pruebas. Para implementar los planes de PROMMA, necesitamos mas información de los pozos Loma Bonita, Garambullo #2, y San Pedro Mártir - pero esta fase tiene menos importancia en este momento, y yo prefiero concentrar esfuerzos en los otros aspectos ya mencionados. Además, es importante obtener permiso de las industrias para investigar los pozos que se encuentran en sus facilidades. Gracias por su tiempo durante el día 18 de Noviembre en su oficina y en el campo, y por la ayuda con el proyecto PROMMA. Por favor, comuníquese conmigo por medio de Email tan pronto como le sea posible. Cordialmente, Ing. Allen Zack
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Ing. Ricardo Holguín Santana Ing. Hugo Figueroa Comisión Nacional del Agua Gerencia en el Estado de Guanajuato Conjunto Plaza Dorada Local 401 altos Celaya, Guanajuato



Fecha:



Diciembre, 1999



Saludos, Feliz Año Nuevo y milenio: Durante nuestro viaje a través de México (durante el mes de Noviembre de 1999), en el que el Ing. Javier Ramírez nos acompaño, visitamos varios lugares en el campo relacionados al Proyecto PROMMA (Sobre-explotación de Acuíferos) con el propósito de identificar los lugares para establecer registros automáticos y para hacer pruebas de acuíferos. Por la presente, estamos organizando el trabajo para el Año 2000 y necesitamos su colaboración para poder continuar. Por ejemplo, necesitamos establecer comunicación con el Ing. Sergio Ojeda, el ingeniero termoeléctrico y el Sr. José Luis Cuevas Padregal, el jefe del centro de capacitación, para obtener permiso para utilizar los pozos en la planta termoeléctrica para nuestros estudios. Además, necesitamos conseguir un plan o mapa de las localizaciones de todo los pozos que existen en esta propiedad, distancias, nombres de los pozos, y datos sobre construcciones, si están disponibles. Con esta información, podemos empezar las actividades para el campo en el área de Celaya. También, necesitamos permiso para construir pozos de monitoreo en la finca, cerca de San Juan de la Vega, la cual visitamos el 19 de Noviembre, 1999. En termino de otros asuntos (Pozo Zapote, Colonia Insurgentes, y Pozo 1192 - en la zona de recarga), necesitamos reunirnos otra vez para establecer prioridades de trabajo en términos de la importancia que tengan para PROMMA. En resumen, para cumplir con los requisitos de PROMMA necesito su ayuda con lo siguiente: 1) tramitar los permisos para trabajar en los pozos de la planta termoeléctrica 2) Conseguir mapa de los pozos localizados en la planta termoeléctrica 3) tramitar los permisos para construir pozos en la finca de San Juan de la Vega. Gracias por la ayuda durante mi visita con Ing Javier Ramírez. Cordialmente, Ing. Allen Zack
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Ing. Serapio Mata Celia Ing. Miguel Mendoza Comisión Nacional del Agua Adolfo López Mateos #501 Oriente Colonia El Llanita Aguascalientes, Aguascalientes



Fecha:



Diciembre, 1999



Saludos, Serapio y Miguel, y Feliz Año Nuevo y milenio Durante nuestro viaje a través de México (durante el mes de Noviembre de 1999), en el que el Ing. Javier Ramírez nos acompaño, visitamos varios lugares en el campo relacionados al Proyecto PROMMA (Sobre-explotación de Acuíferos) con el propósito de identificar los lugares para establecer registros automáticos y para hacer pruebas de acuíferos. Por la presente, estamos organizando el trabajo por el Año 2000 y necesitamos su colaboración para poder continuar. Por ejemplo, necesitamos información relacionada a la disposición de los dos acuíferos en el área de Aguascalientes incluyendo mapas de profundidad de los dos sistemas, datos sobre la geoquímica del agua (floruro, temperatura, etc.), transmisividad, evidencia de presión artesiana en el acuífero mas profundo, localización de pozos, etc. Necesitamos, también, análisis completo del agua que tiene floruro en cantidades elevados. Necesitamos saber si el Pozo 88 ya esta abandonado, y si es así, si esta disponible para instalar los registros. Yo creo que es una buena idea instrumentar el Pozo Observación 4-D también, pero necesitamos conseguir la distancia entre Pozo 88 y 4-D. Ustedes nos dijeron que iban a determinar un sitio ideal cerca de la parte mas profunda del cono de depresión (en la ciudad) para establecer piezómetros. Ya tenemos este sitio disponible? También, tengo interés en el norte del aeropuerto (cerca pozo 177A) para establecer una estación con registros automáticos en conjunto con una estación automática meteorológica. Este sitio es, en mi opinión, perfecto para establecer una batería de piezómetros y, eventualmente, una prueba del acuífero. En resumen, necesitamos su ayuda con lo siguiente: 1) recoger datos de los acuíferos de Aguascalientes 2) Obtener copias de los Análisis del agua de los pozos que tienen concentraciones altas de floruro 3) Disponibilidad del pozo 88 y 4-D para instrumentar con registros. 4) Identificar los lugares para los piezómetros en la ciudad. 5) tramitar los permisos para localizar pozos cerca del pozo 177A Gracias por todo la ayuda en la oficina y en el campo. Cordialmente, Allen Zack
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Rotary drill rig located in Aguascalientes (owned by private drilling company), drilling to over 1000 meters, to access the rapidly declining water level of the principal aquifer. This very expensive procedure is required in the face of aquifer overexploitation. Every day the water level declines further, beyond the pump intakes, resulting in the abandonment of deep wells throughout the valley



Pozo Menchaca, located at the State Water Commission in Querétaro. Ing. Javier Ramírez of GAS (DF) is at the left, Javier Gámez (CNA/GAS Querétaro) on the right, and Ing. Ciro Baltazar García with the Comisión Estatal de Aguas (CEA) in the middle. This is one of the more important wells we located, situated in the middle of the State yard, amongst all the junked drill rigs. It is a protected locale, so security is not a problem - and we have permission to install whatever we wish. This well should be one of GAS' showcases, in my opinion. It is distant from hydraulic disturbance, and would reflect the aquifer quite well



CELAYA1.JPG/KRAEMER/PROMMA/OMM CELAYA1.JPG/KRAEMER/PROMMA/OMM CELAYA12.JPG/KRAEMER/PROMMA/OMM



Celaya 1.- A small structure, located upon the principal "grieta" in Celaya, caused by excessive groundwater withdrawals. Groundwater withdrawals reduce buoyancy, causing stress to increase along the strike-slip faults; tectonic equilibrium is achieved as slippage occurs



Celaya 12. - One of the Celaya wells intended to be used for aquifer testing and monitoring. It is sufficiently near the principal fault so earth stresses might also be measured. It is located at the electric plant



CELAYA17.JPG/KRAEMER/PROMMA/OMM HERM10.JPG/KRAEMER/PROMMA/OMM



Celaya 17. - Measuring the static water level with an electric tape on the well to be used for aquifer stressing in Celaya



Hermosillo 10.- One of the many Hermosillo wells, overextracting water for agricultural irrigation. For reasons not entirely clear, this well produced water having 30 or 31 degrees C - if I remember correctly. Either it is screened very deep, or inefficient impellers are heating the water. Ing. Orróz suspects the latter.



HERM9.JPG/KRAEMER/PROMMA/OMM



Hermosillo 9. - Ing. Lucas Orróz, measuring the temperature of the warm water.
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